
 
 
EMBARGOED INFORMATION (AUGUST 24, 2016) 
 

BATTLE THE ELEMENTS: CONVERSE DEBUTS                                                                

NEW COUNTER CLIMATE RUBBER COLLECTION  
 

Launching this Fall/Winter 2016, Chuck II Leads Converse Footwear Against the Wet Weather 
With Rubber  

 
BOSTON, MASS. (August 24, 2016) – Converse is tackling the elements of weather head-on this season, combining 
classic sneaker designs with premium weatherized features, with the debut of the Fall/Holiday 2016 Converse Counter 

Climate Rubber Footwear and Apparel Collection. The new collections provide the necessary tools to combat the 
climate shifts while emphasizing essential weather-beating benefits. The innovative sneaker collections feature a bold mix 
of colors and materials including water repellent rubber and waterproof neoprene. This collection is intended to stand up 

against unpredictable inclement weather.  
 
Each sneaker has been treated to help tackle rainy weather while maintaining comfort and style. For the holiday season, 

both new and time-honored styles endure the harsh elements with the Counter Climate Rubber collection. These rubber 
boots and sneakers are winter-ready with water resistant material and heat retention. 
 

The new Fall/Holiday 2016 Converse Counter Climate Rubber Footwear and Apparel Collection will launch beginning 
Thursday, September 1, 2016, at Converse retail stores, third party retailers and on Converse.com. Footwear will be 
available for suggested retail prices of $55 - $95 USD, and accessories and apparel will be sold for suggested retail prices 

of $75 - $140 USD.  
 

CONVERSE COUNTER CLIMATE RUBBER 

 
Converse Chuck Taylor All Star II Rubber 
Another iteration of the Chuck II will also be releasing this fall - the Converse Chuck Taylor All Star II Rubber. By 

incorporating a transparent rubber overlay on the iconic Chuck II silhouette, this allows for the sneaker to breathe while 
repelling water and protecting feet from the elements. The sneaker includes all the features and benefits of the Chuck II 
such as a Nike Lunarlon sockliner and a non-slip padded tongue, while adding a beautifully crafted dimensional canvas for 

breathability, micro-perforated leather lining for comfort, and a heat reflecting barrier at the footbed for warmth.  
Available Colors: Black, Red Block, Buff, Obsidian 
Suggested retail price: $95 USD 

 

 
 

 
 

Converse Kids Chuck Taylor All Star Storm 
The Converse Kids Chuck Taylor All Star Storm  provides another rubberized offering for kids allowing them to stay 
active while helping keep their feet dry on rainy days. The sneaker features a sticky rubber upper that repels rain, an inner 

neoprene bootie for comfort and reflective barrel lacing with lace locks for easy entry. A traction rubber heel counter is 
added providing additional durability in the exact spot where kids kick off their sneakers.  
Available Colors: Black 

Suggested retail price: $55 USD 
 

 
 



 
 
 
Converse Jack Purcell Signature Rubber 
This fall, Converse introduces a high top silhouette that will transition Jack Purcell fans from the warm summer days, to 

the colder and rainy fall days. The Converse Jack Purcell Signature Rubber features a thin yet water resistant matte 
rubber upper and a thermo-regulating backer for warmth. For comfort, the sneaker also comes equipped with an OrthoLite 
foot bed and Nike Zoom Air Technology.  

Available Colors: Inked, Fatigue Green 
Suggested retail price: $55 USD 

 
 
 

Converse Chuck Taylor All Star Chelsee Boot 
For the Fall/Holiday 2016 season, the Converse Chuck Taylor All Star Chelsee Boot is back, this time injecting a 
fashion inspired silhouette to a functional rain boot. The Chuck Taylor All Star Chelsee Boot features a gusseted tongue 

and rip canvas overlay with a unique translucent rubber material making the boot water resistant. In addition, a rubber lug 
outsole was included to add durability, stability and traction. Lastly, a heel pull has been added to easily slip the boot on or 
off, making it the perfect weatherized boot for women this fall.  

Available Colors: Polar Blue, Black, Signal Red, Lemon 
Suggested retail price: $80 USD 

 
 
 
Converse Counter Climate Rubber Apparel & Bags 

The Women’s Converse Rubber Poncho and Men’s Converse Rubber Fishtail Jacket provide the ultimate protection 
from the rain. With a storm guard behind the zipper, reflective draw cords and strategically placed eyelets to allow for 
moisture to escape, these pieces will be wardrobe essentials as the weather turns grey. The Poncho offers adjustable 

sleeve opening for a more dramatic or tailored look, while the Fishtail jacket boasts a chin guard and envelope pockets for 
additional protection. In addition, a new Converse Rubber backpack & duffel are being introduced this fall. The 
backpack features rubber infused pockets, a side handle for an alternate carrying option and multiple technology pockets 

for easy accessibility.      
Available colors:  
Men’s Jacket: Signal Red & Bitter Lemon 

Women’s Poncho: Signal Red & Bitter Lemon 
Backpack: Signal Red, Black, Bitter Lemon & Succulent Green 
Duffel: Signal Red, Black  
Suggested retail price: $85-140 USD 
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About Converse 
Converse Inc., based in Boston, Massachusetts, is a wholly owned subsidiary of NIKE, Inc. Established in 1908, the 
Converse brand has built a reputation as “America’s Original Sports Company”™ and has been associated with a rich 

heritage of legendary shoes such as the Chuck Taylor® All Star® shoe, the Jack Purcell® shoe and the One Star® shoe. 
Today, Converse offers a diverse portfolio including lifestyle men's, women's and children’s footwear, apparel and 
accessories and is sold globally by retailers in over 160 countries. For more information, please visit media.converse.com 

and follow @converse. 
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